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Integrating distance research with the behavioral strategy literature on MNC headquarters-sub-
sidiary relations, this paper explores how the distance between headquarters and subsidiaries
relates to value added by the headquarters. We show for 124 manufacturing subsidiaries in Eu-
rope that, on average, distance is unrelated to value added by headquarters but that this effect
is contingent upon the extent to which the subsidiary is locally embedded. Only after a certain
threshold level of subsidiary embeddedness, distance is negatively related to headquarters
value added. This effect is more pronounced for cultural, economic, and administrative dis-
tances than for pure geographic distance, highlighting the critical role of contextual variation
for MNCs.
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1. Introduction

Multinational corporations' (MNCs') headquarters are constantly under pressure to add value to the MNC and to create “par-
enting advantage” (Foss, 1997; Goold and Campbell, 2002; Poppo, 2003; Nell and Ambos, 2013; Ciabuschi et al., 2011; Dellestrand
and Kappen, 2012; Mudambi, 2011). For individual subsidiaries, parenting advantage means that their headquarters' influence on
them leads to better performance than that which the subsidiary could have achieved as an independent, standalone entity
(Campbell et al., 1995; Goold et al., 1998). In the spatially dispersed MNC, the quest for such value creation by headquarters is
not a trivial undertaking (Dellestrand and Kappen, 2012; Ciabuschi et al., 2011; Foss et al., 2012; Nell and Ambos, 2013). The
very fact that MNC headquarters must manage affiliates over potentially large geographic distances and across diverse contexts
creates unique challenges (Ambos and Ambos, 2009; Kostova and Zaheer, 1999; Ghemawat, 2001, 2011). In such settings,
MNCs need to be able to manage distance-induced inefficiencies (Hymer, 1976; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Zaheer, 1995).

To date, we have little knowledge of how different types of distance relate to the value that headquarters create for their sub-
sidiaries, and potential contingencies affecting this relationship (Dellestrand and Kappen, 2012; Hoenen and Kostova, 2015). There
are two views on this question. In the classic view of the MNC (Hymer, 1976; Kogut and Zander, 1992), MNCs develop strategies
to reduce the costs of managing across larger distances. For example, MNCs can avoid geographic overstretch by focusing on their
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home regions only (Rugman, 2001) or by internationalizing in a careful, stepwise way to proximate countries (Johanson and
Vahlne, 2009). MNCs may establish intermediate headquarters (such as regional headquarters) to effectively reduce the distance
between the subsidiary and the next-level de facto headquarters (Wolf and Egelhoff, 2002; Hoenen et al., 2014). From this per-
spective, one could expect that, empirically, distance is not related to headquarters value added for a set of randomly chosen
headquarters-subsidiary dyads because MNCs can assess the costs of distance properly and can, therefore, avoid them (e.g.,
limit the degree of internationalization) or implement effective countermeasures (e.g., implement regional headquarters that “re-
duce” the distance to the subsidiary). In fact, there is some empirical support for this claim. For example, Dellestrand and Kappen
(2012) find that various distance measures between headquarters and a subsidiary do not significantly affect headquarters' re-
source allocation to specific subsidiaries.

On the other hand, behavioral strategy research (Foss and Lindenberg, 2013; Powell et al., 2011; Maitland and Sammartino,
2015a, 2015b) emphasizes how decision making under uncertainty – such as internationalizing to distant countries – leads to var-
ious biases resulting in an underestimation of the costs of managing across larger distances. Managing across large distances is
associated with additional costs related to increased travel time, and communication and coordination challenges (Ghemawat,
2001; Slangen, 2011, 2016; Zaheer et al., 2012). There is indirect empirical support for the claim that distance reduces headquar-
ters value creation. For example, Monteiro et al. (2008) find a negative effect of geographic distance on knowledge flowing from
headquarters to subsidiaries. Parmigiani and Holloway (2011) report a negative relationship between distance from the headquar-
ters and subsidiary capability development very similar to Giroud's (2013) findings that increased travel time between headquar-
ters and manufacturing plants is negatively related to plant-level investments and productivity developments. As predicted by the
behavioral view of the MNC, firms tend to underestimate the costs associated with internationalizing to distant countries (Dibbern
et al., 2008; Larsen et al., 2013).

Combining insights from the international management literature on headquarters' roles (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989;
Dellestrand and Kappen, 2012; Nell and Ambos, 2013) with that of distance research (Ghemawat, 2001; Berry et al., 2010;
Beugelsdijk et al., 2010; Beugelsdijk and Mudambi, 2013), we investigate headquarters-subsidiary distance and how it relates
to the value that the headquarters adds to the subsidiary. Specifically, we investigate the relationship between headquarters
value added and different types of distance, as specified in the CAGE framework—cultural, administrative, geographic, and eco-
nomic distance (Ghemawat, 2001), and the contingencies that influence the effects of distance because they make biased deci-
sion-making more likely or inhibit the implementation of effective remedies of distance-induced inefficiencies. We advance
distance research by bringing in a behavioral perspective, which allows us to theorize under what conditions distance may com-
plicate decision-making and reduce headquarters value added (Larsen et al., 2013; Maitland and Sammartino, 2015b, 2015a). Spe-
cifically, we focus on a key aspect of the headquarters-subsidiary relationship, namely subsidiaries' local embeddedness
(Andersson et al., 2002; Kramer and Diez, 2012) as a contingency. We theorize that high levels of subsidiaries' local
embeddedness create additional complexities and uncertainties that make negative distance effects empirically observable. The
central hypothesis tested in this study is whether local embeddedness moderates the relationship between distance and head-
quarters value added.

We test our hypothesis with an original dataset of 124 headquarters-subsidiary dyads. Our subsidiaries are manufacturing sub-
sidiaries located in Europe whose headquarters are defined as the units to which the subsidiaries have their most important
reporting line. That is, we integrate corporate, divisional, and regional headquarters in our study and, thus, consider that for
many subsidiaries the most important “parent” is the more immediate headquarters—such as a regional headquarters—instead
of the corporate headquarters (Goold and Campbell, 2002). Using an elaborate operationalization of the different distance dimen-
sions in the CAGE framework and applying the latest standards to measuring distance (Mahalanobis distance), we show that we
must make a critical distinction between geographic and contextual distance, with the latter consisting of cultural, administrative,
and economic distance. We find that, on average, neither geographic distance nor contextual distance matters for headquarters
value added but that subsidiary embeddedness moderates this relationship. Distance effects on headquarters value added are ob-
servable only when the subsidiaries are strongly locally embedded. We find that these negative distance effects are more relevant
for contextual distance than for geographic distance.

Our contribution to international management research is twofold. First, we extend the literature on the roles and functions of
headquarters in the MNC. The contemporary view is that MNC headquarters are challenged in highly complex and externally em-
bedded organizations (Andersson et al., 2007). We extend this view to show that the value-adding function of headquarters is
relatively immune to distance. MNCs are generally able to overcome distance, a finding in line with the classic view of the
MNC suggesting that MNCs exist exactly because of their superior ability to manage distances (Kogut and Zander, 1992). What
is new is our finding that value added by headquarters is challenged by distance when the subsidiary is strongly locally embed-
ded. This effect is particularly relevant for contextual distance. We interpret the extent of subsidiary local embeddedness as an
issue that creates additional complexities and uncertainties which, in turn, make it less likely that headquarters clearly identify
distance-induced inefficiencies and their remedies. Therefore, headquarters are likely to refrain from taking action against dis-
tance-induced inefficiencies. This way we contribute to the growing literature on the behavioral aspects of global strategy
(Maitland and Sammartino, 2015b, 2015a; Larsen et al., 2013; Kostova et al., 2016).

Second, with our fine-grained treatment and analysis of different distance dimensions, we contribute to distance research, spe-
cifically the CAGE framework (Ghemawat, 2001). Our contributions are both theoretical and empirical. By highlighting the contin-
gencies of distance effects, we improve our understanding of the mechanisms and effects of different types of distance
(Ghemawat, 2001; Berry et al., 2010; Ceci and Prencipe, 2013; Hutzschenreuter et al., 2014; Zaheer et al., 2012). Empirically,
we show for all country pairs in the world that the CAGE framework collapses to a two-factor structure that separates geographic
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